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ABSTRACT
Objectives: This study investigates information recall in unaccompanied and
accompanied older cancer patients and their companions.
Methods: One hundred cancer patients (aged X65 years) and 71 companions
completed a recall questionnaire after a nursing consultation preceding
chemotherapy treatment. Recall was checked against the actual communication
in video-recordings of the consultations. Patients also completed measures of
anxiety and memory-related beliefs.
Results: Findings revealed that recall in patient and companion couples
together was higher than their separate recall scores (both proportional and
absolute), indicating that they supplement each other. Proportionally,
unaccompanied patients recalled almost as much as couples, whereas their
absolute recall scores were lower. Younger age and higher education were
associated with higher recall in both patients and companions. Patients’
memory-related beliefs predicted the recall scores of their companions rather
than their own recall score. When patients reported memory complaints, recall
was lower in their companion. In contrast, when patients indicated that they did
not understand all information, their companion recalled more.
Conclusions: These findings indicate that, although an interrelationship exists
between recall in patients and their companions, accompanied patients are likely
to benefit from the extra information that their companions remember.
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INTRODUCTION
During health-care visits most older patients are accompanied by significant others such as
a spouse or adult child [1–4]. Companions may facilitate, inhibit, or impede patient
participation and autonomy [2,5–7]. In oncology, companions are more likely to be present
at initial visits, immediately after cancer recurrence, and in the terminal phase of the disease
rather than in a routine follow-up [8]. Apart from reduced patient participation [9], emotional
support from doctors [10], and shared decision-making [9], the presence of companions has
been found to increase patient understanding, involvement in the consultation and
decisionmaking [2]. Others found no effects at all [3]. A study in a geriatric oncology setting
showed that companions’ roles include providing emotional support, transcribing
information, assisting in decision-making, providing companionship, elaborating on patients’
comments, advocating for the patient, interpreting information for the patient, and acting as a
memory aid [11]. Similar roles have been reported by other studies [1,12,13].
One reason older patients are accompanied to consultations is to help them understand and
remember information provided by the health professional [1,2,11,12]. For older patients,
bringing a companion to consultations is a potentially useful compensation tool for memory
decline [14,15]. It is well established that as people age; they experience declining cognitive
function [16–18] and more difficulty remembering medical information [19]. Of course, age
does not exist in a vacuum. Factors such as gender, anxiety, level of education, and disease
severity may interact with age to influence recall, or affect recall over and above the effect of
age. Also, an interrelationship could exist between recall of information in patients and their
companions. Recall scores of patients and their companions may be similar or dissimilar
depending on for example the relationship between patient and companion (e.g. spouse or
child). Beliefs people hold about their memory functioning can influence their memory
performance [20,21]. When people have to remember information together, beliefs about
their own cognitive abilities and beliefs of their partners’ abilities influences whether they
actively process information or (more or less) rely on their partner to remember information
[22]. Recall of medical information is important for older patients because they should have
sufficient comprehension to make informed choices, correctly follow treatment regimens,
and recognize side effects that require medical attention. Also, lower recall has been
identified as an important factor explaining nonadherence to treatment [23,24]. As the care
of oncology patients is now primarily carried out at home, there is an increased reliance on
caregivers [25], and some have even suggested that compliance with treatment is often more
dependent upon caregivers than patients [26]. Altogether, this clearly suggests the
importance of investigating information recall in both patients and their companions.
The purpose of this study is to: (1) examine the influence of companion presence on recall
of information presented to older cancer patients by nurses in an educational session
preceding chemotherapy treatment, (2) assess differences in (predictors of) recall between
patients and companions, and (3) explore if patient and companion characteristics influence
one another’s recall.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Consecutive new patients in 10 Dutch hospitals were recruited between February 2005 and
July 2007. The Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Centre Utrecht, The
Netherlands, granted permission for the study supplemented by local feasibility statements
from all participating hospitals.
To be eligible for the study, patients had to meet the following inclusion criteria: (a) aged
65 years or older, (b) receiving chemotherapy for the first time or for the first time in 5 years,
(c) not participating in a Phase III clinical trial, (d) sufficient command of the Dutch
language, and (e) no cognitive impairment (indicated in the medical record).
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This study was part of a larger study investigating the effects of communication skills
training. After pre-test, hospitals that participated in the study were randomized to receive
communication training. As part of this training, nurses practised addressing the needs of
patients as well as their companions. Because we think that this may influence the relation
between accompaniment and recall of information, patients from the experimental hospitals
at post-test were excluded (n525).
Procedure
Before the consultation, written informed consent to videotape the consultation was given
by patients and nurses. Immediately after the consultation, patients completed a
questionnaire, including background and disease characteristics, anxiety, recall, and
memory-related beliefs. The companion identified as providing the greatest assistance in
daily life was also asked to complete the recall questionnaire. A researcher was available to
read the questions aloud, if necessary. If this was the case, patient and companion completed
the recall questionnaire in separate rooms. Additional data were obtained on companions’
age, gender, and level of education.
Measurements
Recall of information
Video observations: The videotapes were analysed using an observation checklist
developed for this study, which is described extensively elsewhere [27]. An information item
was defined as a segment of speech expressing a single idea concerning treatment and
disease-related issues [28]. The categories in the checklist covered two main domains: (a)
information about treatment and related issues (e.g. treatment details and cancer-specific
information) and (b) recommendations on handling potential side effects (e.g. diet and
hygiene). Additional elements discussed, but not included in the standard checklist, could be
added to each category of the checklist, resulting in complete content analysis of the
consultation (i.e. total amount of information discussed).
Recall Questionnaire: Recall was measured using a structured questionnaire, The
‘Netherlands Patient Information Recall Questionnaire’, which was developed in conjunction
with the observation checklist [27]. Items recalled in response to eleven open-ended
questions about treatment recommendations were compared with items mentioned by the
nurse during the videotaped consultation. The number (absolute recall) and percentage
(proportion recall) of facts recalled accurately were calculated in total and for each category
separately.
Coding reliability: Two coders were trained. Discrepancies during training were resolved
through discussion. The main coder observed all consultations. The other coded a random
20% of the main coder’s consultations. Interrater reliability (mean Cohen’s kappa) was 0.79
(range 0.05–1.0) for the content analysis of the videotapes and 0.96 (range 0.87–1.0) for
coding responses to the recall questions [27].
Pooling recall data: If patients and their companions remember different types of
information, they remember more as a couple than each of them independently. Recall in the
patient and companion couple was pooled by summing the number of items they each
recalled on each recall question [29]. For example if patient A recalled five items a-b-c-d-e
and companion B recalled five items a-b-c-f-g, pooled recall for the AB couple will be seven
items a-b-c-d-e-f-g.
Background and medical details
Socio-demographic variables were assessed by a self-reporting questionnaire. Nurses or
doctors provided medical details for each patient, including diagnosis and treatment goal
(curative or palliative).
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Anxiety
Current levels of generalized anxiety were measured with the shortened version of the
Dutch adaptation of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [30,31]. Respondents indicated their
level of agreement (from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much so’ on a 4-point Likert scale) to each of
the items, with raw scores summed to produce a total score (10–40). Cronbach’s alpha for
the scale was 0.87.
Memory-related beliefs
Four questions were used to assess memory-related beliefs regarding the videotaped
consultation using a 4-point Likert scale. Patients were asked to rate their level of attention
during the consultation, their level of understanding of the information discussed, and their
perceived likelihood of remembering the information. Because of the skewed distribution,
scores on the attention question were dichotomized into ‘high level of attention’ (score 1)
and ‘not a high level of attention’ (scores 2–4). Similarly, scores on the likelihood of
remembering question were dichotomized into ‘highly likely to remember’ (score 1) and ‘not
highly likely to remember’ (scores 2–4). For the level of understanding question, patients
only used two of the four response options (‘high level of understanding’ and ‘moderate
level of understanding’).
In addition, subjective memory complaints were assessed using the memory question of the
Groningen Frailty Indicator (GFI) [32] (‘do you have any complaints about your memory?’;
3-point Likert scale) and the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer
(EORTC) Quality of Life Questionnaire (QLQ-C30) (EORTC QLQ-C30) [33] (‘in the last
week, did you have difficulties remembering things?’; 4-point Likert scale). A dichotomous
memory composite score was computed; ‘no memory complaints’ consisting of patients that
indicated that they did not have any problems with their memory on both the GFI question
and the EORTC question and ‘memory complaints’ consisting of the remaining patients.
Statistical analysis
To determine differences between participants and non-responders and patients with and
without a companion, Chi-square tests and independent sample t-tests were used. Differences
in recall between unaccompanied patients, accompanied patients, companions, and the
pooled data were tested using independent and paired sample t-tests.
To assess the effect of companions and patients on one another’s information recall, the
Actor– Partner Interdependence Model (APIM) was used [34]. The APIM is appropriate
when a dyad (i.e. patient–companion couple) is the unit of analysis and tests need to be
performed both within and between dyads [35]. The heart of the APIM approach is to assess
effects for both the actor and his or her partner. Use of the APIM allows one to assess not
only whether an actor’s own attributes predict his or her responses but also whether the
attributes of the actor’s partner predict the actor’s responses while the impact of the actor’s
own attributes is controlled for [34]. In the current study, the actor effect estimates the effect
that an actor’s own score on the independent variable has on that person’s outcome measure
(e.g. either patient’s age influencing his or her own recall or companion’s age influencing his
or her own recall). The partner effect estimates the effect that scores of the partner on the
independent variable have on the actor’s outcome (e.g. patient’s age influencing
companion’s recall or companion’s age influencing patient’s recall). In the model, not only
actor and partner effects of variables can be tested but several interactions involving actor
and/or partner variables.
The APIM was tested, as recommended by Campbell and Kashy [36], within a multilevel
regression analysis. A unique feature of multilevel analysis is that it works with a specific
statistical model designed for nested data. In the current data there is a nested structure
captured by a two-level hierarchy. The measurements of patients and companions (first
level) are dependent and nested in a couple (second level). Couples are also nested with
nurses (third level) and hospitals (fourth level) but since no variance in recall was found at
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these levels (i.e. Intraclass Correlation was 0.000 for both levels) we used a two-level model
for the analysis. The following models were tested. Model 1 was a simple model with the
variables individual (patient or companion) and relationship between patient and companion
(spouse or adult child). In Model 2, the background characteristics (gender, age, and
education) of the actor and the partner were introduced. To test whether there were different
predictors of recall for patients and companions, interactions between individual (patient or
companion) and the significant background characteristics were added. In Model 3, memoryrelated beliefs were introduced. Since no companion data was obtained for these variables,
only the actor effect on the patient’s outcome and the partner effect on the companion’s
outcome could be assessed. The final Model (Model 4) examined all the significant
predictors of the previous models. To control for patient anxiety, treatment goal, consultation
duration, and amount of information discussed, these variables were introduced to the final
model, step by step. The analysis revealed a quadratic, rather than linear, relationship
between percentage recall and the total amount of information presented. To account for this
non-linearity, a second-order polynomial regressor (quadratic) was used for this variable
[37]. To increase interpretability of the regression coefficients and because interaction terms
were modelled, all continuous variables were centred [38] using the recommended approach
for APIM. Analyses were performed with Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
(version 16.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill) and MLwiN [39].
RESULTS
Participants
Figure 1 depicts a flowchart of the inclusion of patients in this study. A sample of 225
patients was recruited. Of these, 148 patients (66%) gave informed consent to videotape the
consultation, 77 patients refused to participate, 46 felt it was too much, 14 did not want to be
videotaped, 5 felt too sick or too tired, and 12 refused for other reasons or without giving a
reason. Participants and nonparticipants did not differ in gender or age. Twenty-five
participants were excluded because they belonged to the experimental group in the post-test.
One hundred and one of the resulting 123 patients (82%) completed the recall questionnaire.
One patient was later excluded because he or she was assisted in completing the
questionnaire, leaving 100 patients. Patients with and without a recall questionnaire differed
in gender (w2 (1)56.34, Po0.05), patients who completed the recall questionnaire were more
likely to be male. There was no difference in age. Eighty-three of the patients who completed
a recall questionnaire were accompanied to the consultation, 71 of these companions (86%)
filled out the recall questionnaire.
[FIGURE 1]
Patient and companion characteristics
Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. Eighty-six percent of the patients were
accompanied to the consultation, the majority (76%) by one companion. There was a
significant gender difference (w2 (1)54.67, Po0.05) and difference in living arrangements
(w2(1)59.71, Po0.01) between patients with and without a companion. Unaccompanied
patients were more often men, and more often lived alone. Consultations were longer when a
companion was present (M557.37; SE51.41) than when patients were alone (M549.07;
SE54.00, t(106)5_2.26, Po0.05) and nurses discussed more information in accompanied
(M583.60; SE52.21) versus unaccompanied (M569.94; SE55.01, t(99)5_2.58, Po0.05)
consultations. Finally, unaccompanied patients more often indicated that their level of
attention during the consultation was high compared with accompanied patients
(w2(1)53.88, Po0.05). No other significant differences were found.
Patients were most often accompanied by their spouses (66%). For couples that completed
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the recall questionnaire, differences between patient and companion were tested (not in
table). Patients were significantly older compared with childcompanions and spousecompanions (patient M571.57; SE50.64 versus spouse, M568.38; SE51.14, t(81)52.55,
Po0.05; patient M574.1; SE51.76 versus adult child M544.51; SE51.51, t(41)515.97,
Po0.001). Furthermore, there was a significant gender difference between patients and
companions if the companion was the patient’s spouse (w2(1)534.10, Po0.001). As the
majority of patients were men, spouse companions were more likely to be women. Also,
companions who were an adult child of the patient were more highly educated than the
patient (w2(2)513.55, Po0.01).
[TABLE 1]
Recall
Pooled recall
To explore if patients and companions supplemented each other in the type and amount of
information they recalled, their recall data were pooled. As Table 2 presents, couples
recalled significantly more information (proportional, M533.00; SE51.59; absolute,
M511.35; SE50.66) than the individual patient (proportional, M520.09; SE51.19, t
(70)5_12.33, Po0.001; absolute, M56.92; SE50.47, t(70)5_11.50, Po0.001) or companion
(proportional, M523.32; SE51.50, t (70)5_10.87, Po0.001; absolute, M57.92; SE50.56,
t(70)5_10.13, Po0.001) on their own. Table 2 also depicts recall of the patients who came to
the consultation alone. There was a trend showing that unaccompanied patients (M528.00;
SE54.13) recalled proportionately more information than accompanied patients (M520.09;
SE51.19, t(19)51.84, Po0.08), but absolute recall did not differ. More importantly, although
patients and companions together remembered more than each of them separately, the
proportion recalled by the couples (M533.00; SE51.59) did not significantly differ from the
proportion recalled by the unaccompanied patients (M528.00; SE54.13, t(86)5_1.31,
P40.05). However, when looking at the absolute recall scores, pooled recall was significantly
higher (M511.35; SE50.66) than recall in the unaccompanied patients (M56.68; SE50.71,
t(47)5_4.84, Po0.001).
[TABLE 2]
Actor partner analyses
A two-level model predicted recall significantly better than a one-level model (w2(1)510.87,
Po0.001), warranting multilevel regression analysis. The Intraclass Correlation was 0.38 for
the initial model indicating that there was a significant and fairly strong relationship between
patient and companion recall.
Background characteristics (Models 1 and 2): The first model (see Table 3) shows that
companions recalled more information than patients (B53.323, Po0.05) and adult child
companions recalled more than spouse companions (B55.537, Po0.01). However, theses
differences disappeared in successive models. After introducing background characteristics
(age, gender, and education) of the actor and the partner, both age and education appeared to
be significantly related to information recall in patients and companions (Model 2). Recall
was lower when the person was older (B5_0.300, Po0.01), and when less educated (B57.225,
Po0.01). To check whether effects differed for patients and companions, the interactions
between the background variables and the variable individual (05patient, 15companion) were
tested. These interactions were not significant, indicating that the effects of age and
education were the same for patient and companion. Additionally, none of the background
variables of the partner were significant.
Memory-related beliefs (Model 3): To look at the actor and partner effects of memoryrelated beliefs, these variables were introduced in Model 3. As companions did not complete
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these measures, only the actor effect on the patient’s outcome and the partner effect on the
companion’s outcome could be assessed. Both patients’ memory complaints and level of
attention were negative predictors of companion recall. Companions whose partner (i.e. the
patient) reported to have memory complaints recalled less information themselves
(B5_6.884, Po0.01). Companions recalled less information if the patient indicated that their
level of attention during the consultation was not high (B5_9.046, Po0.01). In contrast, if the
patient indicated that they had a moderate (compared with high) level of understanding of
the information presented, companions recalled more information (12.751, Po0.001). None
of the actor effects were significant.
Final model (Model 4): In the final model, all variables that were significant in the previous
models were introduced together. This model confirmed that recall was lower for older
patients and companions (B5_0.317, Po0.01) and higher for patients and companions with a
higher level of education (B56.846, Po0.01). Patients’ memory complaints remained
negatively and patients’ subjective level of understanding positively associated with
companion recall.
The introduction of possible confounding variables (patient anxiety, treatment goal,
consultation duration, and amount of information discussed) did not result in significant
changes, although it did reveal a negative effect of amount of information discussed
(quadratic: B5_0.006, Po0.01). The more information nurses discussed, the less information
patients and companions recalled with the significant negative quadratic component
indicating that percentage recall deteriorates more rapidly when increasing amounts of
information are discussed.
[TABLE 3]
DISCUSSION
The results of this study show that joint recall (both proportional and absolute) of couples
was higher than patients’ or companions’ separate recall scores. Apparently, cancer patients
and their companions supplement each other in the type of information they remember.
Pooled absolute recall was also higher than absolute recall in unaccompanied patients, but no
such effect was found for proportional recall. Echoing previous findings [10], when
companions were present consultations were on average 8min longer and nurses discussed
more information. This suggests that nurses are more selective in the information they give
in unaccompanied visits, which may explain why unaccompanied patients recall almost an
equal proportion of information on their own. It may also explain why there was a trend
indicating that accompanied patients recalled proportionally less information than
unaccompanied patients although there was no difference in absolute scores. A
Alternatively, accompanied patients may put less effort into remembering all the
information presented because they assume their partner will recall it for them [15]. This
explanation is supported by the fact that unaccompanied patients reported higher levels of
attention during the consultation than accompanied patients. Previous studies have shown
that one reason patients bring a companion is to help them remember information
[1,2,11,12]. Perhaps patients who choose not to be accompanied do so partly because they
expect not to need support in remembering information. To disentangle the effect of being
accompanied versus the effect of patient characteristics associated with preference for being
accompanied, a study design in which patients are randomly allocated to bring a companion
or not is necessary [3]. A companion was present in 86% percent of the consultations in this
study. The majority of patients (76%) were accompanied by one companion, most often the
spouse (66%). Confirming earlier studies, accompanied patients were more often women [1].
The fact that in almost a quarter of the consultations two or more companions were present is
worth mentioning, because the presence of more than one companion may make the
consultation increasingly more complex.
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Patients who did not bring a companion were more likely to live alone than accompanied
patients. Nevertheless, almost half of the unaccompanied patients (n58) did live with a
partner or child(ren). Older patients seem to have established preferences for including or
excluding significant others from medical consultations [3]. Present results suggest that,
where recall is concerned, health professionals should accommodate these preferences rather
than encouraging all patients to bring a companion. A cancer diagnosis is stressful for
patients as well as their significant others and the presence of family and friends may provide
emotional support [10, 11, 40]. A recent survey by Wolff and Roter [41] showed that
accompanied patients were more satisfied with the communication and care provided by
their physician than unaccompanied patients. In contrast, other authors reported that in some
situations companions may negatively influence the encounter, especially if they strongly
pursue their own agenda or interfere with the patient’s communication [5, 9, 42]. The current
study reveals that a more family-centred approach, attending to all persons present, may
contribute to further understanding of accompanied encounters in oncology settings.
The APIM model was used to analyse the data, because this method allowed assessing the
effect of patient and companion characteristics on their own recall scores, as well as the
effect of their characteristics on their partner’s recall scores. Our analysis showed that recall
is lower for patients and companions with lower levels of education and for older patients
and companions. Recall also decreased when increasing amounts of information were
discussed. These findings are in line with previous studies [43]. Interestingly, we found that
although patients’ beliefs about their memory ability were not related to their own recall
scores, they were related to recall in their companion. When patients reported memory
complaints, companion recall was lower. This may indicate that companions of patients with
memory complaints had memory complaints themselves. The majority of companions
completing the recall questionnaire were the patients’ spouses (66%). While spouses were on
average younger than the patient they accompanied, their average age was 68 years, making
it not unlikely for companions to have memory complaints too. Analysis revealed that when
patients indicated moderate rather than complete understanding of the information presented
to them, their companions recalled more. This seems to be in apparent contrast with the
previous finding. However, post-hoc analyses showed that although patients with memory
complaints were as likely to be accompanied by a spouse as an adult child, there was a trend
indicating that patients reporting a moderate level of understanding were more often
accompanied by an adult child (w2(1)54.80, P50.057). The effect of companion recall on
patient understanding may be explained by the child-companion’s younger age and higher
education. Perhaps these patients knew they would not understand all of the consultation,
and asked their child to accompany them.
The current study has some limitations. Only a small number of patients in this study were
unaccompanied (n517), the current results are tentative and should be replicated in a larger
study with more statistical power. The memory-related beliefs questions were intended to tap
into patients’ beliefs about their ability to attend to, understand, and remember information
discussed in the consultation. Recall was measured directly after consultations but patients
completed most of the memory-related questions subsequent to the recall questionnaire.
Therefore, these responses could have been a judgment of learning. It would be interesting to
take the memory-related beliefs of the companion into account; unfortunately, the design of
the larger study did not allow collecting these data for companions. The study is also limited
in that it did not include objective measurements of patients’ cognitive function. However,
patients with non-age-related cognitive impairments (according to their medical record) were
excluded, rendering it unlikely that patients with clear cognitive deficits such as dementia
participated in this study. This was supported by measures of cognitive functioning in a subsample of 30 patients, using the Dutch version of the Telephone Interview for Cognitive
Status [44], showing that none of them (except one patient who scored just one point below
cut-off) fulfilled criteria for cognitive impairment. Since more than half of the patients
reported memory complaints, it is very likely that patients and their companions may have
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had more subtle, age-related cognitive deficits. Finally, although this study showed
beneficial effects of a companion’s presence on recall as measured directly after the
consultation, transfer of these effects to everyday functioning merits further study.
In summary, older cancer patients forget substantial amounts of the information presented
in educational sessions about chemotherapy treatment but patients who bring a companion to
the consultation are likely to benefit from the extra information that their companion will
remember. Future studies should investigate the complex dynamics of the nurse–companion–
patient interaction, with the ultimate aim of improving outcomes for older cancer patients
and their families.
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